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Leaves are Nature's beautiful works of art. Leaves can be used to help humans better understand and appreciate the human experience. In
addition to the natural beauty of leaves, they have a greater and longer lasting benefit. Leaves make a significant contribution to life itself.
They provide benefits to every living organism. For instance, they produce oxygen for humans, animals and insects to breathe. Therefore,
without leaves, we could not live. Leaves are used to make medicines that cure sicknesses and diseases. Leaves on trees or bushes block
the sunlight and therefore produce shade. Leaves serve as a food source for the tree or bush, for animals, fish, insects, and of course
humans. Leaves, in fact, have a usefulness even when they die; they are used as fertilizer for producing nutrients for future life of vegetation.
The hope is that more attention and appreciation will be brought to the value of leaves, that many humans take for granted. The beginning
and life cycle and experience of a leaf is symbolic and very similar to the essence of the human life experience in many ways. For humans,
like a leaf, we begin our life experience as a seed or a bud. Like a leaf, at the early stage of development, we start off and remain attached to
our source of life we call mother. Like leaves, we have our seasons and moments to shine and display the best in us. Some will blossom and
exhibit a wide spectrum of colors, while others will not mature, and remain stunted until time to die. Like leaves, some of us cling on to our life
source; we are not threatened by the thought of being separated by even the strongest wind. Conversely, others are not as strong; the
slightest blow of air will make the disconnect. Some leaves will loosen and become airborne, and resurface to other venues, while others will
fall to the ground without any chances of rebounding to a height above an inch or two from the ground. Similarly, some humans release
themselves from their life or energy source, and explore levels that are high, wide and distant from the home base, called family. While others
remain affixed or remain in close proximity to their home base. Like the leaf, each human is one of a kind, with his or her skin tone, body
shape and size. Additionally, all humans have their respective character, personality, abilities, and yes, their purpose. In essence, we are all
representations of human art. We are all beautiful in our own way.
There is a saying that states: "A picture is worth a thousand words." Pictures that capture nature's beauty from around the world have a way
of provoking so many more words. The words become a unique dialogue of non-verbal. This book is unique to most picture books that
somehow tell the reader what to think, based on the point the author is trying to make. Reverting back to the saying: "A picture is worth a
thousand words," Mr. Xia invites the reader/viewer to use his or her imagination and creativity and place a title and expression on the 50
pictures featured in this book. He wants the readers to express their feelings and understanding for what they see in the pictures. Youli feels
that the reader/viewer will be able to join in on the non-verbal, but visual dialogue that was previously enjoyed between him and nature. The
purpose of this book is to engage the reader/viewer in an experience of virtual travel to some of the places where Youli traveled. The reader
is invited into the dialogue. This book promises to expose the reader/viewer to captured photographic moments with nature. They will never
again see nature in the same way.
Reprocessed with the latest computer technology, George Haas' superb photography evokes the sense of place that is Los Angeles'
famously artificial landscape, most of which, given three weeks without watering, would dry up and blow away. This cutting-edge art
photography in the grand tradition of both American documentary and landscape photography reprocessed with 21st century photography.
PHOTO ART THERAPY: A JUNGIAN PERSPECTIVE illuminates and guides the reader through new possibilities for art therapy practice,
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approached by the authors as a creative interaction with different artistic media and therapeutic methods. Although the book is based on
Jungian theory and practice, the authors carefully explore cooperation with other therapeutic perspectives, all of which are in keeping with
Jung's belief in transcendent universals and multifaceted therapeutic practices. The book is divided into four sections: Self-Understanding,
Alleviating Distress and Symptoms, Group Therapy, and Discussion. Wherever possible and practical, photo art therapy work done by clients
as illustrations of the concepts is included. The text not only demonstrates innovative ways of combining artistic media but allows clients to
articulate the inner workings of the therapeutic process through an engaging series of dialogues and narrations. The book establishes a
twofold landmark in elucidating art thera-py's close and vital connections to both phototherapy and the discipline of Jungian psychotherapy.
Step-by-step instruction on creating beautiful nature and landscape portraits This eye-popping guide walks you through the nitty gritty of how
to take memorable and stunning landscape and nature photos. Packed with constructive advice and a good dose of friendly handholding, this
full-color and extra large-trim beginner guide escorts you through the basics of photography and explains how to apply those fundamentals
when taking high-quality photos. Walks you through the basics of photography and details how you can apply those skills to nature and
landscape photography Zeroes in on ways to sharpen your skills by adjusting exposure, composition, and lighting in order to get the best
results Explores the most popular landscape themes and describes how to capture them, including forests, mountains, crashing waves, and
sunsets Shares tips on processing photos, making common repairs, and finding inspiration Digital Landscape and Nature Photography For
Dummies investigates the most popular nature themes and describes how to capture them, including birds, animals in the wild, animals in
captivity, flowers, and insects.

Over 50,000 photographers can't be wrong! John and Barbara Gerlach finally write the book their workshop attendees have been
asking for! Digital Nature Photography is a how-to guide for photographers who want to take their work to the next level. Written by
professionals with over 20 years experience, the Gerlachs reveal enlightening techniques for shooting nature images in the field.
The combination of artistic approach and impeccable technique will help you capture your next great image.
Flower essences are living energies that can bring more vigor and vitality to our lives. They teach us how to evolve, how to utilize
our elements, how to nourish and be nourished, how to be of beauty, and how to orient ourselves. They teach us internal integrity
and structure. They teach us how to be. Many of Mary Ann's interpretations of flower essences here are tailored to fit the needs of
particular circumstances. Formatted with keywords for quick reference to whatever issues you would like to explore, this
compilation of her columns from the past ten years serves as a friend, guide, and resource to help you grow and blossom. 130
Essences Including: Apple Blossom Beech Chaparral Cherry Plum Echinacea Elm Fireweed Garlic Golden Yarrow Honeysuckle
Indian Pink Lavender Lemon Olive Pine Sage St. Johnswort Trillium White Chestnut Zinnia
A professional nature photographer shares his expertise in a handbook that demonstrates the essential skills of successful nature
photography, identifies the skills and techniques used by experienced photographers to create compelling images of the natural
world, and includes specific assignments and exercises to help readers develop their skills. Original. (Beginner)
A guide to photographing plants and animals, both in the studio and in their natural setting, includes suggestions on equipment,
close-up techniques, lighting, and composition
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The only how-to visual reference available on large format nature photography, packed with expert tips from a master
photographer! Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer Jack Dykinga is famous for his compelling large format nature photography. His
beautiful and unique photographic style merges photojournalism techniques with large format photography to create dynamic,
spectacular images of nature and remote locations.
In The Power of Color in Nature Photography, author and photographer Rob Sheppard teaches you how to master color and create
compelling and effective photos every time. He shows how you can use colors to change emphasis in a photo to affect where the viewer
looks, and he walks you through the effects of light on color, from front to back light, and gentle to dramatic, so you can get just the effect you
want. Finally, he discusses how to strengthen the composition of your photographs through your color choices or by creating color contrast,
and how the wrong colors can detract from your images. Follow along with Rob and you will: Strengthen the composition and effectiveness of
your photos using the power of color Use a variety of light effects to enrich and highlight the colors in your images Create mellow images with
gentle colors or dramatic images with color contrast
The Passion of Trees is a collection of photographs taken in Iran and Azerbaijan’s stunning nature. However, this is a collection of nature
photographs with a difference. Over the years, Ali has witnessed the beauty of the forests that he has loved since his childhood severely
decline. As the number of roads and dams have increased, and more and more of the forests have been destroyed, the situation has become
increasingly desperate. “To me, each tree, like a human being, has a tale to tell. When a tree dies, a whole story is interrupted, a destiny is
altered for the worse. I feel as if the trees, bundled in the back of trucks, are cursing us with their broken hands, wounded faces and severed
roots.” The Passion of Trees is Ali’s stark reminder that the natural world deserves our care. Through his photography, Ali encourages
viewers to consider the world around them and to look upon nature with a different perspective, to consider the very real possibility that
without swift action, the devastating effects of climate change and the decline of countless animals and plants.
The format's more modest, but the visual splendor is as huge as ever. This miniature Tree offers James Balog's groundbreaking portraits in a
smaller but equally beautiful format, with three gatefolds. Makes a great gift! Acclaimed photographer James Balog's groundbreaking tree
portraits now come in a miniature but equally gifty format. This new edition preserves the sense of awe found in the original book, with
stunning looks at North America's most superlative trees--the old, the massive, the tall--in whatever landscape they remain. Immense
portraits of sequoias and redwoods as no human has ever viewed them are captured in thousands of tiny frames as the photographer rappels
down a neighboring tree. We see thoughtful portrayals of trees that have survived by sheer hardiness or luck, standing poised on the edge of
northern wilderness, isolated on a golf course, or pardoned by the mark of a forward-thinking logger. Three gatefolds display Balog's
signature multi-image works. With accompanying essays by the photographer, this pictographic volume truly delivers a new vision of
American trees. "James Balog photographed 92 superlative specimens in novel ways...But it [is] his full-length images of the big guys...that
required every bit of Mr. Balog's ingenuity."--The New York Times "Here comes the sap-a-razzi! James Balog goes to dizzying heights to take
stunning photos of trees."-- People magazine
A detailed guide to nature photography describes necessary techniques and equipment and offers instructions on the interpretation and
accurate representation of nature
Leading landscape photographers Diane Cook and Len Jenshel present Wise Trees—a stunning photography book containing more than 50
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historical trees with remarkable stories from around the world. Supported by grants from the Expedition Council of the National Geographic
Society, Cook and Jenshel spent two years traveling to fifty-nine sites across five continents to photograph some of the world’s most historic
and inspirational trees. Trees, they tell us, can live without us, but we cannot live without them. Not only do trees provide us with the oxygen
we breathe, food gathered from their branches, and wood for both fuel and shelter, but they have been essential to the spiritual and cultural
life of civilizations around the world. From Luna, the Coastal Redwood in California that became an international symbol when activist Julia
Butterfly Hill sat for 738 days on a platform nestled in its branches to save it from logging, to the Bodhi Tree, the sacred fig in India that is a
direct descendent of the tree under which Buddha attained enlightenment, Cook and Jenshel reveal trees that have impacted and shaped our
lives, our traditions, and our feelings about nature. There are also survivor trees, including a camphor tree in Nagasaki that endured the
atomic bomb, an American elm in Oklahoma City, and the 9/11 Survivor Tree, a Callery pear at the 9/11 Memorial. All of the trees were
carefully selected for their role in human dramas. This project both reflects and inspires awareness of the enduring role of trees in nurturing
and sheltering humanity. Photographers, environmentalists, history buffs, and nature-lovers alike will appreciate the extraordinary stories
found within the pages of Wise Trees!

Intimate in size yet quietly breathtaking in scope, this graceful gift book will forever change how you think, and how you
feel, about trees. In poetically sparse scientific observations, renowned conservation biologist Gretchen Daily narrates
the evolution, impact, and natural wonder of trees. Alongside photographs by Chuck Katz, the text and images form a
quiet and moving meditation on The Power of Trees. Twenty-six duotone black and white photographs illustrate the
development of trees: how trunks were formed, what tree rings tell us about human societies, and how trees define the
future of humanity. Pictures of trees threading through the landscape - dotting mountainsides, braiding along the sides of
glassine rivers - bear witness to the lyrical force and clarity of Daily's observations. Recreating the authors’ hike together
through the landscape of the Skagit River in Washington State, the balletic movement between Daily’s commentary and
Katz’s vision reaches out to readers, inviting them to enjoy the landscape through a scientific understanding of trees. At
once emotional and intellectual, The Power of Trees is the first collection of nature photographs that invites the reader to
not only delight in the gorgeous play between light and shadow, but also the fascinating natural mechanisms that create
such striking natural beauty. An ecologist by training, Gretchen Daily is an internationally acclaimed conservancy
advocate and scholar. Her role as a National Trustee for The Nature Conservancy will feature prominently in the national
marketing campaign to bridge the gap between scientific educators and the general nature reader.
The Author guides the reader towards the use of digital techniques in nature photography, from the choice of equipment
to shooting in field, and working in the "digital darkroom". The book is illustrated by photographs showing what text
explains.
Tony Sweet's full-color guide includes advice, how-to, and inspiration. Updated with digital techniques.
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The popular illustrated journal for all photographers devoted to the interests of photography and kindred arts and
sciences.
Excerpt from Nature and the Camera: How to Photograph Live Birds and Their Nests; Animals, Wild and Tame; Reptiles;
Insects; Fish and Other Aquatic Forms; Flowers, Trees, and Fungi As a means of studying nature in most of its many
forms, there is, perhaps, nothing better than the camera. Not only does it teach us to see much that would otherwise
pass unnoticed, but it enables us to make records of what we see - records that are, as a rule, infinitely better and more
useful than pencil notes; and the studying and photographing of one subject leads to another, and so we go from birds to
insects, from insects to flowers, and from flowers to trees, until we have an acquaintance with things natural more
intimate and far broader in its scope than would have resulted had we been content simply to try to see things and write
notes on them. Nowadays, when every school has or should have its nature class, we find children scarcely out of the
kindergarten who know more about our wild birds and flowers than the great majority of the grown-up people to whom
nature study was an unknown thing when they were young. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important
historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
A bibliography that suggests books for beginner readers is accompanied by subject, title, illustrator, readability level, and series
indexes
Gives advice on selecting photographic equipment, stalking subjects, using special techniques, and adapting to local climatic
conditions
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